Impulse activity evokes precocious sprouting of nociceptive nerves into denervated skin.
We have studied the sprouting of intact high-threshold mechanosensory nerves into adjacent denervated trunk skin in adult rats behaviorally, histologically, and electrophysiologically. In the anesthetized animal, stimulation of high-threshold endings in back skin by localized pinching elicits a bilateral reflex excitation of the underlying skeletal muscle, the cutaneous trunci muscle (CTM), visible as a twitch-like puckering of the skin. The reflex was also evoked by electrical excitation of A delta and of C fibers in the dorsal cutaneous nerves (DCNs), with characteristic latencies of 7-20 msec and 40-60 msec, respectively; excitation of low-threshold (A alpha) fibers was ineffective. After cutting selected DCNs, the deprived skin became insensible, but pinch responsiveness gradually recovered over the following 2 weeks. Regeneration of cut axons was not responsible for this recovery; when neighboring intact DCNs were cut, however, all responses were abolished in the recovered skin that had been initially denervated. By 3-5 days after denervation, axons in the dermis were all histologically absent or degenerating; when pinch sensitivity was restored to such skin, silver-stainable axons reappeared in the formerly empty Schwann tubes. During the work we noticed that the periodic examination by pinching, used to follow the time course of recovery of function in individual animals, led to an earlier development of this recovery than in animals that were examined only once at a specified time after denervation. This apparent acceleration in the redevelopment of pinch sensitivity was correlated with the appearance of axons in the recovered skin, and was shown to be due to the impulse activity evoked in the remaining nerves by the periodic pinching; it did not occur when the nerves were blocked by tetrodotoxin (TTX), and it was mimicked by a brief (10-min) period of electrical excitation of the A delta fibers in a remaining nerve carried out at the time when the denervation of skin was done. The time course of the phenomenon suggested that the principal effect of the impulses was to shorten the latency to the onset of sprouting in the activated A delta axons; that is, they induced precocious sprouting. The impulses needed to be conducted centrally for the effect to occur, and precocious sprouting failed to occur if the impulses were allowed to proceed only distally toward the skin. It seems that a brief conditioning burst of impulses in A delta axons sensitizes the neurons to the influence of a sprouting stimulus that appears when skin is denervated.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)